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FINLAND
A CLOSE ENCOUNTER FROM THE YEAR 1944
Date: Between 26 July and 2 August
Time: During the evening
Place: Impilahti, by the Lake Ladoga
Witness: .Jaaku Kivisto
Nature of sighting: Cigar-shaped object at close range
When The UFO Research of Finland was investigating the Loimola case
(see this magazine no. 1 1983 pp. 8-10), we sent accounts of Sgt. Kylliainens observation to several newspapers and asked for other observers. But to this date we have
not got contact with any other observer who could have observed the phenomena in
Loimola i n 1944. Needless to say, this. was expected, while it happened 40 years ago,
and a lot of the veterans are already dead. However, we received a letter
Jaakku Kivisto, who had observed a strange craft in Impilahti in 1944.
Before we go to his observation some background information could be
useful. During July 1944, Finnish troops retired from Eastern Karelia to the so-called
U-positions in Pitkaranta, some tens of kilometres east from Impilahti. In these
positions, the advance of the Russian troops was stopped and their assault thrown
back with heavy casualties on both sides. The front was stabilized in the end of July
and did not move further during the war.
Kivisto's letter is, somewhat shortened, the following:
"The case took place during the last part of the war, i n t he retiring
phase. I was serving in the 15th Car Unit as a non-commissioned medical officer. Our
company was placed in Impilahti, which is in the northern part of Lake Ladoga. I was
living in a building where the corn was dried, and had also my reception there. The
building was built on the slope of a hill, so that it would be easy to drive in the
corn. From this building a path was leading to the haybarn, where the truck drivers
used to sleep. After a while, I chose to sleep there, to get some chatting company.
Once, when I had slept there, I woke up quite late and found that the drivers had
already gone to service. I started to walk slowly towards the drying bui lding, which
was about 300 m away and not visible from t he haybarn. I had walked for sometime
when I"got sight of the drying building and noticed that there was some large object
by the side of it. At first I thought it was a truck and greatly wondered who had
driven his car there, because it was difficult to park the car on the slope. Then I
thought it could not be any of our company's cars, because it was painted reddish,
like a carrot; the cars of our company were painted dark green.
After having walked a little bit f urther , I noticed t hat the object
was hovering in the air. It is possible that it had been doi ng this all the time,
but due to my lower position I hadn' t been able to see it. I also got a f eeling t hat
the object tried to conceal itself , so I pretended not havi ng noticed it at all,
while still walking s lowly forward .
The craft was now nearly right over my head at an altitude of some
50-70 m. When I reached the door of the drying bui l ding I stopped to obser ve it
better. It was moving very slowly, about walking speed. There were many windows located on its side, but I did not count them. It is difficult to estimate i t s length,
I guess it was about 30 m. In any case it seemed to be rather l arge . I cou l d see it
very clearly; it was a bright summer evening. The contours were s harp and all the
windows black . It came to my mind that I could s hoot some of the windows broken with
my rifle, but then I t hought I couldn't do this because I didn't know what i t was .
There were no markings belonging to any country , nor were there rudd er s , wi ngs or
propel l ers, arid the object was completely silent. During my observa tion, I s aw it
from the front, from the side and from behind.
Then it went towards Lake Ladoga and vanished from my sight. I ran
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quickly up to the hilltop to look for it, but the object had already vanished.
I thought I should report my observation, but then I figured that it
would be wiser not to speak of it to anybody.
It is a strange thing that I forgot the whole incident during the rest of
t he war, and a long time afterwards. Yet it was such an interesting case and I could
remember all the details when it came to my mind again".
Kivisto had also made a drawing of the object in his letter (see fig.l).
I wrote a letter to Jaakku Kivisto and asked for complementary details.
From his answer I learned that the colour of the object was actually some kind of
metal-looking, greyish colour. The reddUb colour he had seen first was probably a
reflection of the red colour in the walls of the drying building. When the craft was
in the air it was greyish. Kivisto was not sure if the craft, when first observed,
was lying on the ground or hovering above it. Later on he could not observe anything
special at that spot.
The object was moving in the foilowing way: first it rose slowly upwards
and a little to the right from the observer (e.g . .eastwards). When at an altitude of
50-70 m it ceased to rise and rotated slowly some 90 degrees to the east (horizontally),
and vanished very slowly - walking speed - to the east-southeast over the Lake Ladoga.
It did not accelerate.
The windows on the object were rectangular, and their contours s harp.
No doors were visible.
I made some research in the Finnish war archives in Helsinki of this and
the Loimola case. I got through several war logbooks to find some noti ce of these
cases. From the war logbook of the 15th Car Unit I learned that it came to Impilahti
17 July and moved forward 3 August. It was located in the Metsakyla area in Impilahti.
(see map).
Then I~ the weather. During the observation it had been a clear and
sunny morning. In the Impilahti area, the weather was clear and sunny from 17 to 23
July, then it rained for two days, and it was clear and sunny again from 26 July to 3
August. Due to the fact that Kivisto had been sleeping several nights already before
the observation, I think we can exclude the first week, so the observation was made sometime between 26 July and 2 August (the 15th Car Unit moved early in the morning of 3
August).
Now I knew the approximate time and place of the observation and started
to read the war logbooks of nearby units from the actual period. However, not a single
notice was made of anything unknown or unusual during the time in question. Yet they
all had sentries 24 hours a day ar.d a duty to report any special event which had happ ened.
This, I think, does not mean that Kivisto's account isn't true. We may remember that he wrote in his letter that he had ran up to the hilltop to see th e object
again, but it had already vanished, despite of its slow speed! Instead, I believe that
the object somehow vanished "into thin air" or moved to fast to be observed, both
common features from other UFO reports all over the world.
About the Loimola case
I also investigated the war logbooks of several units which were in the
Loimola area. I think that now I am able to date the Loi mola observation exactly.
Firstly, I am certain that the change of ca binet which Sgt. Kylliainen
was referring to in his 1etter, actually was the resign of president Ryti 1 August 1944.
It was noted in some war logbooks that this had caused a lo t of discussion and speculations after it had been announced in the radio. Furthermore, it was not mentioned
that the ca binet changed. The old one resigned automatically together with the president, and not before 8 August a new one began to work, after Marshal Mannerheim was
elected to president 4 August •
This will give us two possible days for the observation, 2 and 3 August.
I checked the weather during this time in the Loimol a area and found that it was c lear
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and sunny weather only 2 August. All the ·o ther days it was either very cloudy or it
rained. Even if we suppose that Kylliainen referred to the installation of the new
cabinet 8 August, we must admit that the weather does not respond to his description.
So I think we can quite surely date the observation to 2 August 1944.
As with the Impilahti case, no notices were found of any such formation
that Sgt. Kylliainen observed. The AA-units reported only usual Reconnaisance flights
during 2 August. As a matter of fact, there was nothing reported during the entire
time Finnish troops were in Loimola that could have explained Sgt. Kylliainen's for- ·
mation of UFOs. One may wonder if the formation was seen but not reported, or if it
was visible only from the area where Sgt. Kylliainen and his unit were located? It is
also a little surprising that the two cases The UFO Research of Finland knows from
wartime, both took place, if not the same day, in the same week and only 50 km apart
from each other.
(Investigation and translation by Heikki Virtanen.)
Sources:
1. Three letters from Jaakku Kivisto.
, 2. War logbooks from the following units:
AA-units: 37 Rask. Ptri, 24., 38., 39. Kev. It. Ptri
Other units: IV/RTR 13, III/15 PR., II/15 PR., HK/15 PR.,
ATP/15 PR., 5,9,10,11 K/15 PR, TYK. K./15 PR., 25. TR, I/JR 56,
II/JR 56, 5., 6., 7., 8., K/JR 56, I/JR 8.
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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UFO OBSERVED FROM BOD0 AIRPORT
Date: Sunday 16 January 1983
Time: 1.40 pm
Place: Bod0 airport
Witnesses: Asbj0rn Borge together with six other persons
Nature of sighting: Cylinder hovering in the sky
On Sunday 16 January meteorologist Asbj0rn Borge was on routine weather
observation at the met office at Bod0 airport, a large military Air Force base in
Northern Norway. At about 1.40 pm he suddenly caught sight of a strange object low in
the southern sky. The object, a slim, black-grey cylinder, was hovering motionless in
the air in the direction of a nearby mountain top called Sandvikfjellet. The elevation
was about 40-45 degrees.
Two flight-controllers and four officials at the met office were immediately notified. A total of seven witnesses, three equipped with binoculars, were
watching the object which now turned in such a way that they could see it aslant "from behind". The cylinder moved SSW-wards with a dense tail of smoke or steam. Some
of the observers noticed that the object reflected the sun. The structure gradually
gr ew smaller until it vanished in or above. a cloud to the SSW. All of the witnesses,
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who should be experienced observers, remained puzzled by the phenomenon. The
duration of the sighting was to about 5 minutes. The object was not reg~stered on
radar.
(Excerpt from a report made by Leif Normann Solhaug, northern divison of UFO-Norge.)
Several UFO-observations were made over Sweden on the same date. Among
other places, in the Kristineberg area in Northern Sweden, situated some 350 km east
of Bod0 as the crow flies.
Incidently, it should be mentioned that a similar object was observed
above 0stre Gum0y, in the southernmost part of Norway. The date· was 7 September 1975,
time 12.30 to 1.30 pm (i.e._ one hour). The event was witnessed by a total of five
persons, one of them an inshore boat captain.
A slim cylinder, some 30 m high and greyish-brown in colour was slowly
flying over the fjord. It followed the terrain at an altitude of about 15-20 m. The
uppermost part of the object made a slight wobbl~ when, at a moment, the thing seemed
to be hampered by a tree-top. Afterwards it ascended to an altitude of some 300 m
where it made a halt. Later on, it disappeared towards NE. The distance to the object
was estimated to be about 600 m. In a 7x50 binocular one could easily recognize details on the object (see figure). When the object was a.t a high altitude a shiny panel
on one side reflected the sun. The observation has never been explained.
Source:
"UFO" no. 1 1984, p. 23.
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UFO OVER NORDM0RE

UFO?

Unknown Photo Object

* Daylight

photograph of a UFO is presented on the front-page of the newspaper
"Verdens Gang" - without ridicule!

*

Air Force officers at the Supreme Command at Husebye, Oslo are stunned;
state that the picture cannot easily be explained as a hoax.

*

Neither the Air Force's photographic analyzers at Rygge, nor technical experts
at the Norwegian Institute of Technology, can discredit the picture as being a hoax!

On Monday 7 August 1984 the newspaper "Verdens Gang" (VG) featured a
photograph of a classical "flying saucer" covering the entire front-page. It was a
daylight photograph, apparently showing a clearly outlined saucer-shaped metallic
object with good definition.
The picture was allegedly taken by Pal Kristian Vaag on 19 August 1983
outside his home at Aure, Nordm0re, some 100 km SW of Trondheim in Mid-Norway . Says
Air Force Staff Lieutenant-Colonel Einar Smed svig: "If this turns out to be afraud,
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then it is amazingly cleverly performed".
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The photographe r' s own account
P~ l Kristian Vaag from Aure at Nordm0re is 21 year s old ( a t the time
of writing). He photographed the objec t from the courtyard out side his home 19 August
1983 , according to himself. Here is his account, as it appears. in , the report to
UFO-Norge :
"I came out of t he house and knelt down on the steps to t i e my shoel aces.
As usual , I looked up in t he s ky to see how t he weather was.
- Then I caught sight of t his fantastic object coming down from the to p of the hill.
At first, I was totally petrified as it approached me verticall y , while the s peed
di s tance of 200 m. Incredib l y enough , I
was quite l ow. The n it made a halt at
ma naged to r un i nto t he house and get a came ra and I mad e one s hot with it . When I
took the camera away from my eyes, t he ob j ect a pparently r eceived a s udden blow .
-Until this moment t he object ha d reflected the sun , but s uddenly it somehow c hanged.

a
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The sun was not reflected any longer and the thing became grey and somewhat diffuse,
especially at the edges. Then, sudden1y it almost shot away. There was no sense of
"acceleration; it took off with maximum speed (as if something invisible had struck
it). It faded away in the fog over the mountain in just 1-2 seconds".
The total time of observation must have been about 2 minutes and the
object was soundless. The relative dimension amounted to some 3 cm (measured between
thumb and forefinger with arm outstreched. Its shape was clear-cut and well-defined,
with some kind of a cupola at the top; the sides were slanting inwards.
Underneath the object was flat, except in the middle where a structure
resembling a spoiler (or stabilizer) was located, and beneath it there was a hole
leading upwards.
Pal Kristian Vaag felt that the object was some 200 m away and had a
diameter of ea. 10 m. The observation was made in full daylight at about l pm. The
weather was fairly cloudy, with a slight breeze and a temperature of about 15 degrees
Centigrade, - all according to Vaag's report.
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"Experts are amazed"
This was the headline in VG 8 August in an article covering an entire
page. We find it interesting and important to quote the newspaper, to show how the
case developed:
"The Air Force's picture analyzers at Rygge airport didn't manage to
discredit the UFO-picture, taken by Pal Kristian Vaag, when VG brought
it for closer examination yes terday.
-Technically, we cannot find any flaws, says Captain Kare Kvamme.
Everything seems to be corr ec t. The light is fallin g 'on the flying object
in a proper way. Proportions and angles look cor r ec t. The s ha rpne ss of
the picture is amazing. A photo-montage is e xcluded.
-No , I can't say that it i s a hoax, no t from the picture itself. Phototechnically, I think it is to tall y impossible either to pro ve or disprove it, Kvamme says . Nevertheless, he do~sn't conceal that he is sti ll
sceptical r egarding t he pict ur e's a uthe ntici ty .
The only possibility is that somet hi ng was thrown into the air and that
the photograph er followed the obj ect per fec tl y when the pi ct ur e was taken; ot herwi se
it woul d not have been sharp. However , a f eat like this demands a highly skilled
photographer, or unb elieva bl e luck.
Kvamme says t hat he himself has made a UFO-picture with t he s ame quality
as that of Vaag. - But I had to use a l ot of adva nced photographical equipment in
or der to accomplish it, he says .
Ca ptain Kvamme and his co ll eagues at Rygge won't completely rule out
the possiblity of the existence of real UFO-ph enomena . On seve r al occasions unknown
aircraft have been registered on military rada r systems. It has been confirmed that
the objects have nothi ng to do with conven t ional planes or helicopters , but their
t ru e origi n has never been revealed , Kvamme says .
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"Unsolved UFO - mystery"
This was the headline in ~G's article 11 August, where the readers were
told about the newspaper's presentation of the picture at the Norwegian Institute of
Technology (NTH) in Trondheim.
Here the picture was scrutinized with the help of one of the best electron
microscopes in Norway. However, even this method couldn't establish the truth about the
famous picture.
The method in question, used by researcher Jarle Hjelen at NTH, employs
a so called scanning electron microscope. This kind of microscope is able to operate
in several modes and can give valuable information about film surface and structure
together with its component elements.
A somewhat similar method (according to VG) had been employed to discredit
a UFO-picture taken in Denmark. A shining object in the sky was explained by this technique as being a drop of chemical which had ~tched into the surface of the negative.
"Unfortunately, I can say next to nothing about the picture, even with
the use of the microscope- sorry, but I can't come up with anything further", says
researcher Hjelen. Personally, though, he is rather sceptically inclined to all kinds
of paranormal phenomena.
A weather-balloon is ruled out
The theory that the object might have been a weather-balloon has been
put forward by several interested persons, - VG writes. But the possibility that Pal
Kristian Vaag has taken a picture of a weather-balloon adrift is very small, according
to assistant meteorologist Thor Bretting at the weather station at 0rlandet (a military airport 50 km NW of Trondheim). At this station they regularly launch such
balloons; the only place i n that part of Norway.
The camera
The camera which was used by Vaag is a simple "pocket-camera", of the
type Kodak Disc 4000, which costs about Nkr. 400,- (US$40). It doesn't need any adjustments before taking the picture and double or multiple exposure is impossible. These
facts dim~nish the possibility of any form of photographical manipulation.
And by the way, - only a few days passed before the Kodak Company in
Norway made the following advertisment for their disc-cameras: "Buy the UFO-camera now"!
Later on it surfaced that Kodak payed Nkr. 4-5000 (US$ 4-500) for this
half-page advertisment, whereas Vaag earned 50%; the other 50% given to the copyrightholder (Mr. Alf P. Buer).

Vaag's reaction
There is no reason to doubt that the event made a deep impression on
Pal Kristian Vaag. He realised at once that he had observed an unusual phenomenon,
and- according to his own report- "I was sitting totally petrified".
However, Vaag possessed the presence of mind which enabled him to do
exac tly those two things "a good UFO-observer" ought to do, namely, first to f.etch a

'-
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camera and take a picture, and in addition to attempt to obtain another witness
(he called for his mother who was present in the house, but probably she ~idn't hear
him) .
Later on Vaag remained totally silent about both the event and the
picture, - he didn't even tell his closest family . Personally, he believed he had
photographed a UFO, but feared - as many witnesses before him - r i dicule and distrust.
More than 6. months passed before Pal Kri stian Vaag casually mentioned
the event to some of his friends. At that time he was on duty as a soldi er in NorthernNorway. The story then became widely known and resul ted in great interest. In his home
village at Aure he has received innumerable phone calls and certainly he has received
much attention. He now says he regrets showing the picture to his friends.
Newspa per reactions
.
There were only 8 newspapers (of about 160 published in Norway) which
wrote about the event during t he followin g days . The reactions were mostly negative
with typical headlines such as: "UFO fraud" a nd ,.-A practical joke " ("Sunnm0re Arbeideravis" 7 August ). "VG-UFO only a joke" ("Nationen" 8 August); "Clever UFO hoax"
("Sarpsborg Arbeiderblad"); "Hat became a UFO" and "The Air Force states: only a joke "
("Tidens Krav" 8 August). Only a few articles were neutral or positive i n their a ttitud e.
In the article "A good joke" in "Nat i onen" the befo re-ment i oned Captain
Kare Kvamme is cited: "As we can see the sha dow of a roof on a house in tlie periphery
of the picture one can most probably speak of an objec t thrown away from a r oof •• • "
"- Qualitatively the picture isn't good enough that one with fu ll
certainty can ma ntain t hat t he picture is part of a practi cal joke . (Underlined by
t he a ut hor) .
"- It's a pity tha t the photographer didn't take t wo s uch pi ctures.
Then we could establish the authenticity of the picture with full certainty .
The following day (8 August) the newspaper "Nationen" had these headlines :
"VG-UFO only a joke": Captain Kare Kvamme is c ited in the. follwing way: "I don 't
believe that the UFO-pic ture published by VG on its front-page yesterday is real".
- and - "Certainly , I can only guess and not prove my allegation, but t here's nothing
to t he picture which makes me be lieve that this is a nything more t han a good joke".
(Underlined by t he a ut hor.)
I nvestigations
Arne B0rcke , journalist at the Norwegi a n Te l egr am Bureau (NTB) a nd
affiliated with UFOs (leader for the organisation UFO Re port*) made t he first contact
with Vaag after the. publication in VG. Talking with Vaag in a l ong phone call (8 August),
he go t t he impression that Mr. Vaag was sober and straightforward, telling about the
event without a ny tendency to exaggerat e. It a l so seemed evident that he didn't want
publicity and appeared almost uneasy considering t he commotion aroused by his picture .
The same uneasiness a pplied to his mother , to an even greater extent; she was unwil l ing
either to see the picture or to have a nything to do wi t h t he whol e af fa ir . " I don't
belie ve in t his story" s he stated, ·acc ordin g to the newspa per "Bergens Tid ende".
Furthermore it is evident that - according to the same newspaper - his mother knew
nothing at all regarding the event. However , s he reveal ed that P:'\_1 Kristian Vaag had
been i nterest ed .in UFOs for a long time, and it can be confirmed that he was a s ubscriber to our journal "UFO" ( !).
A representative for UFO-Norge has also talked with Vaag on the tel e phone,
and he made a seemingly positive impression .
UFO- Norge did send a represe ntative to t he place of observation - Aure * ) According to Mr. B0rcke , this organisation i s a small group of dedicated amateur s
coo perating in the registration of UFO-si ghtings i n Norway . I t is not poss ible to
obtain membership in common organisational terms .
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in order to make an interview with Vaag, but unfortunately the meeting didn't fit
with his leave from Setermoen, a military camp in Northern-Norway.
Pictures were taken at the observation site, but what would have been
an important personal interview had to be postponed due to long travelling distances.
It has to be mentioned that Vaag already at an earlier point of time
had sold his rights to the picture to a friend, Mr. Alf P. Buer (during the military
service), for the amount of Nkr. 500,-. This person wanted to sell the picture to newspapers and magazines, even abroad. First he went to VG and they evidently paid him
several thousands Nkr. Vaag did only r eceive 10% of that amount.
When this author made contact with Vaag in order to get permission for
presenting the picture in "UFO", he reluctantly gave it. He made clear that the rights
to the picture were given to another person. But we were given a copy for use in our
journal - from which we wouldn't earn any benefits.
Additionally, when our editing staff made contact with VG to use parts
of their published material - pictures included - we obtained their permission to do
this. At the same time we learned that VG had bought all rights to the picture.
BUT
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• - Ja, jeg m! nok innremme at jeg
Jukset, sier PAl Krlstian Va.ag (21).
For et balvt Ar siden kom ban til VG
med et usedvanlig skarpt «UFO-bil·
de», som selv ikke Forsvaret& eksperler greide A avslere. Bildet gikk
verden over. NA. lnnremmer
ban at han dreide gjen·
standen av en trestokk,
og festet den i en
line tll menet pc\
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On Wednesday 20 February 1985 VG once more made "war headlines" about
the case, quoting Pal Kristian Vaag:
"I deceived the whole world"
- Yes, I have to admit that I was hoaxing, he says. A half a year ago
he came to VG with an unusually sharp "UFO-picture" which even the photo
experts in the Air Force weren't able to discredit. The picture went
around the world. Now he admits that he nade the object by turning a
wooden stick on the lathe and mounted it on a thread on a ridge of a
roof. Then he took his famous picture.

Slik fikset j~g I
UFO• bl_ftf.en ,. ...,.......,_. . .
H

~

w ....

Av MORTEN AASBB og JANNE MBLLEE-HANSEN

AURE (VG) Et to meter langt avaagd vannrer. En gd.maU bokst•Ue tormet
som en flyvende tallerken. Et tynt fiskesnere. Det var aU PA.l Kristlan Vaag
(21) trengte for a blefte eksperter og leklolk verden over med sltt UFO-btlde.
I c1r kunne han vbe VG hvor·
d.an h&n J1kk frem da han en
a~t-formldd&.l'

for

halv-

annet &.r alden knlput det fa·
meN UFO·blldet.

"""""

Han featet det avaarde
vannr•ret til ta.ket pi vedakju·

let hjemmo. Slapp anaret med
den dlnclende bokatatten ut
over manet, 01" J1kk ned OJ'
knl~et det hele med altt nylnnkjepte kamera til 4100 kro'ner.

- Det var dre enkeU. Del
bele tolr. mec h:m mlnuUer en
formlddac Jec ~~tilt.k o• lt.jede t
mec, aier Norces •t•nte UFO
bl•rtrnaker.
Tiradag ble bl•tten avsl•rt.
Et amerika.ruk torakningainstltutt kunne ved hjelp av d.·
kalt dlg'tt&l teknikk avslore at
UFOen h&n I et sn•re.
- Je.: hadde lkke noe valg
da de rmgte meg og fortalte
meJ' om resultatet fra under·
sekelaen I USA. Bloffen mine
lnnremmes, aier Pi! Kristian.

Precfi.lcant ga iUen
ldeen til UFO bllldet fikk
han av en gatepredikant han
tratf under en Kebenhavntur.
PTedlkanten viste han et ar·
r&nJ'ert UFO bilde. Vel hjern·
me pi Nord-Mere lagde han
sltt eget UFO bllde.
Bokat•tten hadde Je•

en·

~:;'!. ~::r I ~u.::::v;.,~~ :~:

tlar aelv la~~:et den ved drel·
em-lt.lnen bjemme l uthu•et,
forteller Pil Krlatlan. Flskealleret 01 del av•a.•de va.nnr•rer rant ban I uthu~o;et.
- For l gjure blldet m est
mullg profeajonelt, aorget jeg
for at bokstotten pendlet !rem

~fJd~~:.bf~~el~:~·.~.eg knip•ct
Fremkalc~

F•rst etter 11.t han var kom·
met I det mllit.ere et h~vt ir
s<1mere. ble fllmen med UFO·
bildet fremkalt.
Jeg snakket om bildet
aammen med kameratene pl
brakka. Bildet mine legi'e•
fram for at de •kulle tro meg.
De b'le al imponerte, at jeg
mine kopiere blldet opp i fie·
re eksemplarer. De tieste be·
talte ti kroner tor en kopi. men
en Sandetjord.· gutl J'& meg ~

~~":.~:~~ tob)f~,j~rep,f~n~~f
.. upo..: En A,emmedr(lid bok:Jt•tte (innf(lll) /e:Jtd lil c:l av3agd vg.nnrer pd ved.:;kjiJ.l-lakel lajemme. Slik arTangerle
Pdl Kri8tian Va.ag :;in verdeft.Jkjtrnte UFO-bl•lf. Men mi
vil ftOrdmeringen laeL't vtcmme lael" Q.//r.ren. Nylif1 mcldlo::
·. a ... ,ve" "' av UFO-foren•tt·
IJ11. . •

S;o.ndeljord~~:>~tten

~~:lkk

tll

VG med blldlf:t, o• det n,.,rme-

ate halviret ~~:tkk lotoet VIEr·
den rundt. Blldetyder~ i d~:t
norslt.lf: luftlonovarlf:t var lor·
blelf~:t, over blld ~:t. 0~~: Uf'O·
lntlf:Tif:lol>lf:rle verd~n ov~:r r..a. ...
!~~ 51:1' ~~:lup10k over foto~~:ratl.
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This was the first part of the two articles in VG (published 20 and
21 February respectively) in which the whole affair was explained by Vaag. The reason
for his confession was that the picture had been sent to Ground Saucer Watch for a
closer analysis (by means of computer-processing techniques). The results of these
investigations showed that a thread could be seen going vertically from the "object"
and up to the top of picture. Since this suggested an obvious hoax, the findings were
forwarded to Mr. Vaag Tuesday 19 February (according to the editor's information).
The real story goes like this:
The entire "arrangement" consisted of a saucer-shaped wooden piece (originally made
for supporting books) painted grey, with a diameter of some 12-15 cm. This piece was
connected to a fishing line, which in turn was fastened to a 2m long, cut waterpipe.
He fixed the waterpipe to the roof of the woodshed at his home. Then he let the
"saucer" swing on the fishing line just beyond the ridge; a few seconds later he went
down and took the picture of the object with . his newly purchased Kodak Disk camera.
To make it appear professional, he let the object swing like a pendulum during the
exposure.
The operation was easily performed in just five minutes, a morning in
mid-August 1983 when he was feeling bored, - all according to Norway's greatest UFOhoaxer. Originally he got the idea from a preacher in Copenhagen on a holiday tour,
who showed him a fake UFO picture. At home in Aure he eventually made his own picture.
Half a year later, after having been enlisted in the Army, the film was
developed. Then he talked about his picture with the other boys at the barrack. He had
to present a copy of it in order to make them believe the story. Being very impressed,
they ordered several copies of the picture, paying some Nkr. 10,- each. One of them,
however (the before-mentioned Alf P. Buer), paid him kr. 500,- one day Mr. Vaag was
broke, evidently buying all rights to the picture. He went to VG with it and the now
infamous photo with accompanying story was presented in early August 1984. Later on,
UFO-freaks almost "engulfed" it, making the report go around the world presented as
authentic.
However, during the autumn of 1984, the Danish UFO-organisation Skandinavisk UFO Information (SUFOI) got hold of several copies of the picture (VG wouldn't
send the original negative), and sent them to Ground Saucer Watch, USA for a thorough
computer analysis*. Due to postal delay, the results didn't emerge before 5 January
1985 when SUFOI received the "final verdict". GSW had the opinion that the object was
a small model mounted to a wire !
These facts were finally forwarded about Tuesday 19 February, forcing
Mr. Vaag to admit his deed.
What can we learn from this story? Unfortunatley, this affair isn't the
first which has happened in the history of ufology, and it certainly won't be the last.
Evidently it shows that many of us in this business have to be very careful in assuming
that such pictures are real, presenting the image of something obvious "extraterrestrial". And it shows that classical photoanalysis is not adequate for the disclosure of such photos, even if the conditions of the hoax are the simplest possible.
Only a thorough electronic image-processing analysis is sufficient, although even this
method isn't absolutely fool-proof.
However, Mr. Vaag himself hoped that his act should initiate a greater
scepticism to UFO-pictures presented in magazines and literature as being "real".
In that context, he sh.o uld not be condemned for his hoax, but in a sense be appreciated
*) UFO-Norge does have access to a similar image-processing equipment to that of
GSW. This is situated at the Dep~rtment of astrophysics, University of Oslo where
one of its daily operators has connections with UFO-Norge. The intention was to
make an analysis of the picture with this equipment, but due to a heavy workload
with other, professional tasks, the analysis was postponed. Finally, the picture
was sent to GSW instead.
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if this can teach ufologists to be a little more sceptical. In any case, the case
is now definitely closed and no more discussion should emerge.
Sources:
1. "UFO" no. 4/5 1984 pp. 4-10,

no • 1 1985 p • 8.
2. Articles in the newspaper "Verdens
Gang", Oslo; 20 a nd 21 February 1985.
3. "UFO-Nyt", tiding ·published by SUFOI,
Denmark; no. 2 1985 pp. 8-13 .

PR~JECT

HESSDALEN, PART II

The exte nsion of last year's "Project Hessdalen", "Part II", was ca rried
out from Sunday 13 to Sunday 27 January 1985. Due to the relatively many well documented observations made during the first part of the project (in January and February
1984, -see NUFON no. 1/2 1984 pp. 12-30), it had been decided at an early date to
continue this work.
This time we had obtained more support and help from the Norwegian
Defense Research Establishment (NDRE) together with help from the universities in
Oslo, Bergen and Trondheim, with which "Project Hessdalen" had already had connections
during the first part. However, this year's operations involved a firmer cooperation
between us and the Establishment, resulting in a somewhat fuller instrumentat1on and
other facilities we couldn't have managed without.

This time, a total of three observations sites were in use permanently
throughout the entire investigation period.

1. Headquarters, Hammarkneppen (700 m above sea level); s ituated at the north e rn side
of Aspaskj0len, about 1 km from the HQ of l as t year's
project. Here a little barrack was set up, gi ving protection to the main instrumentation and communications
equipment. The facilities wer e very much like those of
Part I.

2. Fieldstation 1: Finnsah0gda (1046 m)
3 . Fieldstation 2: R~gnefjellet (917 m)
On Sunday 13 January the project was ready to start and various equipment
was transported to Finnsah0gda and Rognefjellet by snow-tractors. During the first week
of the project 6 persons were on duty at HQ (Hammarkneppen), 6 persons at Finnsah0gda
and 4 at Rognefjellet. The next week (from 20 to 27 January) the corresponding numb e r
of persons were 4, 5 and 5, respectively. Hence, a total of at l east 30 peo pl e de vo t ed
a week of their lives to the investigation of these phenome na. Mo s t of th e pers ons on
duty were from Sweden (from UFO-Sverige), 4-5 were from Finland a nd only a f ew we re
from UFO-Norge. In this connection, we have to thank the peopl e from Riksor ga nisat1onen
UFO-Sverige and The UFO Research of Finland, for spending so mu c h time with t his project.
Instrumentation
The following instrume nt s wer e in use durin g the 14 da ys Pa r t II was in
progress:
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·1. ·Spectrumanalizers, 1) Tectronix 492 P (10kHz- 22.6 GHz). Mostly used on the

frequencies 10kHz to 1.86 GHz. Coupled to a dipole antenna.
2) Hewlett-Packard ( 10 kHz- 110 MHz).
141 S Display Section, 855 L RF-Section and 8552 A IF-Section.
Coupled to an active antenna covering the band from 1 MHz to
32 MHz. The antenna was specially built to such measurements,
with a complete flat frequency response in the band.
2. LF- electromagnetical fields, Briiel & Kj:u (400 Hz-lOOkHz).
Level recorder type 2304; potentiometer type 2347. This unit was coupled to a
wire which acted as an antenna.
3. Radar, Decca Radar RM 916.
Max. range 48 nautical miles (ea. 90 km). Usually adjusted to 3 or 6 nautical miles.
Aperture covering 22 degrees.
4. Seismograph, MEQ-800 Portable Seismic ' System. W.F. Sprengnether Instrument Go. Inc.
The seismograph was installed at Leif Havik's home at Rognes, some 45 km NW of Hessdalen.
5. Magnetometer, Fluxgate Magnetometer Model FM lOO, Serial 73. EDA Electronics Ltd.
This instrument was able to measure the magnetic flux in at least two channels
continously.
6. Videorecorders, 1) U-matic Portable Videocassette recorder
2) JVC (system VHS) recorder
3) vcc 2000
7. Videocameras,

1) SonyVideo Camera AVC-3450CE
2) JVC GZ-S3
3) Philips 2000

8. Laser, a Helium-Neon laser, 633 nm wavelength, 8 mW effect.
9. IR-viewer, FJW 80045 (range 700- 1100 nm)
10. Printer, TOA Electronic Polyrecorder, Model EPR-200 A. Dual-pen type printer
coupled to the magnetometer.
11. Camera equipment, about 20 different cameras (SLR) and more than 10 tr i pods.
To know why and how the diffe rent instruments were used, see NUFON
no. 1/2 1984, pp. 17-21.
Observations
During the entire period (from 13- 27 January) , the following types of
observations were made:
l) About 55 sightings of uncertai n origin (i . e . possibly airplanes without any corres ponding sound, etc .).
2) About 220 sightings which were id enti fied (i . e . airplanes , he licopters , satellites,
s hooting stars , etc.).
As one may see, no affirmative observations were made enabling us t o
find a definitive answer to the phenomenon. Due to rather bad weather during parts
of the period (severe gales, fog and snowfall) the number of sightings was fewer than
in Part I. However, one may say that the quality of t he observati ons was better this
year , so all i n all, the result is roughly the same. A short listing of some selected
s ightings i s presented below:
l) Wednesday 16 Januar y 1985 : 01.34 am (vis ual) - Bj orn Lagesson a nd Leif Havik
obs er ved a strong f l ash of light while sitting inside
t heir tent (a t HQ). Al t hough not being able to see t he
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skyand the light-source, the tent's interior was lit
up as it were broad daylight. Cause unknown (~light
ning?); ·
2) Saturday 19 January:

06.59 pm (visual) - A warm-yellow ball of light appered to the north of HQ, i.e. above the Haltdalen valley.
No pictures were taken. Time of observations: some 3-4
seconds.

3) Sunday 20 January:

08.19 pm (visual) - A yellow and red point of light was
casually observed by Leif Havik while it passed northwards with a wavy motion. No pictures were taken because
the distance was too big, and due to bad visibility in
the heavy snowfall.

One may mention that in periods the conditions were very bad, not only
for observation, but even for staying at the .v arious observations posts. At least by
one occasion the weather was so bad that the HQ personnel had to abandon their tent
(living quarters at Hammarkneppen) and almost crawl to the small barrack where the
main instruments were situated. The tent was in great danger of collapsing in the storm
and heavy snow. Earlier the same day, the observation post at Finnsah0gda had to be
evacuated for the same reasons. All in all, it must be said that the weather was much
better the previous year, though the investigators' will to maintain their watch was
not diminished.
Photographic record during the project
38 B/W still films were taken; 20 movie films (super 8 mm) were also
shot. Although each (still) photographic film had a capacity of 20 pictures, very few
observers had manged to utilise this capacity. Though several cameras were equipped
with gratings (for spectral photography) like those used during last year's project,
we probably still lack a~ record of this kind. However, not all the films have yet
been developed (up to 25 April), and hence they haven't been scrutinized for such
images. We will return to the results in the next issue of NUFON.
Generally speaking, it is evident that the recordings made by the
spectrumanalyzers are much better documented this year. The radar equipment, however,
didn't live up to expectations, recording very few registrations. The registrations
made by the seismograph are yet to be analysed. The laser was not directed towards
the phenomenon this time, so we didn't get any response as was shown last year. All
observations will be cheched against informations provided by the military radar station
at Grakallen outside Trondheim. Then hopefully we'll be able to rule out sightings of
aircraft, a major source of potential error. At present, there are 184 recordings/
observations that have got an F1-rating (F/G index; F1 means that the sighting is very
possibly of known origin)(se NUFON no. 1/2 1984 p- 26).
Extension of Project Hessdalen, Part II
This extension of the project was carried out between 28 January and
10 February. The main instrumentation was dismantled during 27-28 January and together
with it almost all of the personnel left Hessdalen. Only three persons were left:
Leif Havik, Mariann Overstrom and Bjorn Lagesson, in order to capture the phenomenon
both visually and on film. The cameras were as usual equipped with gratings.
These three persons were living in a tent at the former HQ, Hammarkneppen,
s truggling against unusually strong winds and heavy snowfalls. Leif Havik openly admits
that he expected a higher rate of observations now when th e instrumentation was taken
away, bearing in mind earlier experience which could indicate such a tendency. He was
probably right; at any rate this trio made the following main observations during the
two weeks' period of investigation:
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1) Tuesday 29 January, a)

05.39 pm (visual/pho t ographic) - An ora•1ge oall of light
shining intensely to the northwest, hov er ing motionless for
about 30 secs. First they thought it was a ·signalling ligh
light (hanging in a parachute) estimating the distance to oe
rather short. Later, rifle shots were heard and one more light
was observed and photographed. Conclusively, they found out
that the lights originated from a HV-center (civilian guard
training center) in Haltdalen som 10 km away, towards NNW.
Which of course implied that the distance first assumed was
grossly underestimat ed.

b) 00.13 pm (visual/photographic) - An object appeared from the
south at the speed of an airplane, travelling the customary
airline route towards th e north. However, no sound was heard,
and for this reason Leif Havik took four photographs. One of
them also included Venus, as the object passed apparently in
front of this celestial body. Additional witnesses: three
other persons situat ed at Aspaskj0 len. Observation time:
3 minutes; met eorological cond .: a clear sky, temperature:
- 9.5 °C, with a nor therly breeze.
c)

10.21 pm (visual/phot ographic) - An airplane (confirmed)
travelling towards south was observed and photographed to be
used as a comparison to the above (08.13 pm) observation.

A f ew days later the team at Hammarkneppen learned that observations had
been made at Lake 0yungen and Lake Hersj0en (some 12-13 km to the SSW) both on Thursday
31 January and Friday 1 February. A total of three observations including sphere-shaped
phenomena with yellow-white colours. They were observed on both days between 07.30 pm
a nd 09.00 pm.

2) Wednesday 6 February, 06.53- 07.10 pm (visual/photographic)- A weak warm-y ellow/
orange coloured light was observed on the eastern side of the
Rognefjellet mountain. The object was seen by Leif Havik and
Bjorn Lagesson when it reappeared four times at the same spot.
The event was photographed (4 pictures), although with what
result w'e don't yet know. Total time of observation: 17 minutes .
At this time the moon was to the left and Venus to the right.
Meteorological cond.: half clear sky, temperature- 10 °C,
nortwesterly breeze. The next day Leif Havik went to the Rognefjellet mountain to check for snowscooter tracks, but saw none
in the area.

3) Thursday 7 February,

10.10 pm (visual/photographic) - An object travelled southwards
three minutes after an airplane had passed to the north. Both
Bjorn Lagesson and Leif Havik photographed it.

The above mentioned observations are the most important from this final
period, made between snowflurries and in generally rough weather. The photos taken,
howeve~, showed no spectra, the light was too weak.
The watc h was concluded Sunday 10 February 1985, 'after a total of one
month's living in a cold tent.
Conclusion
Although the Hessdalen valley was monitored even more closely and thoroughly this time, no final verdict can be made about the phenomenon's true origin. As was
found during Part I, it's existence has been affirmed both with radar and ~ith bther
instruments, yet the appearance still seems to be very el usive . It remains an open
question whether we will be able to make any ma jor breakthroughs with our pr esent re-
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sources; though advanced with respect to instrumentation compared with typical ufological field equipment, we .still lack some resources appropriate for a fully equipped
field laboratory. Major advances can probably be accomplished only with full professional
aid, eventually making the "amateurs" obsolete. For the time being, however, we must
maintain our efforts, both to observe the phenomenon by all possible means, and at the
same time to encourage the "professionals" to undertake a full scale investigation
with their more substantial resources.
Sources:
1. "UFO" no. 1 1985 pp. 11-13.
2. Pr:o]ect Hessdalen Bulletin vol. 3 no. 1 1985.

J. ALLEN HYNEK VISITS NORWAY
UFO-Norge had the pleasure of welcoming Dr. J. Allen Hynek as a guest
during the last days of January 1985. He arrived at Fornebu airport outside Oslo on
25 January and was greeted by Mr. Odd-Gunnar R0ed, a member of UFO-Norge's group concerned with day-to-day affairs.
Although tired after having spent 10 hours on the plane which had come
directly from the USA, he decided to head for Hessdalen at once, in order to observe
the final days of Project Hessdalen, Part II. He and Mr. R0ed drove the 350 km leg by
car, on a rather tedious trip involving several cold surprizes (with temperatures down
to- 40 °C). However, they eventually reached Hessdalen some hours behind time-schedule
and stayed overnight at Ole Lillevold in Alen, in the vicinity of Hessdalen.
The next day he visited the HQ near Aspaskj0len and was evidently very
impressed by the instrumentation and set-up in connection with the project. Here he
met members from UFO-Norge and UFO-Sverige, and they discussed ufological cases (especially from the USA), with which Dr. Hynek was personally aquainted.

Mr. Hynek seen in front of the instruments at HQ.
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After staying in Hessdalen for a total of two and a half days, he returned
to Oslo on Monday 28 January. Although unfortunately he didn't get to see the Hessdalen
phenomenon at any time, he urged the members of UFO-Norge and UFO-Sverige to proceed
with this kind of investigation; stating that the phenomenon was·' uniqae, even in a
global perspective.
On Tuesday he had a conference at the University of Oslo. Although we
cannot go in detail regarding the results, Hynek was very content with this meeting,
which, ufologically speaking, could promise much for the future.
The same day he went to Mr. Reed's home in Tensberg, a town some 80 km
SSW of Oslo. Here he stayed for three days, while resting a bit after the previous
week's exertions. OnFriday.he made the journey back to Oslo again ' where he visited the
·Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) and among other things was interviewed on TV.
(Although the interview hasn't yet been broadcast.) Additionally, he was shown a couple
of hundred metres of film taken by NRK' in Hessdalen, rione of which had previbusly
·
been- broadcast.
Sunday 3 February, he was again on his way to the USA, after having spent
10 evidently tiring but - in his own words - unforgettable days in Norway.
Source:
"UFO"

no. 1 1985, pp. 4-7.
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EXCHANGES
Last time we brought this column (in no. ·z 1983), a summing up of all
tidings and periodicals received as exchanges was presented. This time ammendments
to this list is prepared, indicating the last issue or copy received.
AFU Newsletter, Archives for UFO Research (AFU), P.O.Box 11027, S-600 11 Norrkoping,
Sweden_ (no. 27 Jan-Dec 1984).
Australian International UFO Flying Saucer Research Inc •. Box 2004 G.P.O. Adelaide,
South Australia. 5001. Australia. (no. 24 August 1984).
Bulletin du GESAG, Leopold 1 laan, 141 B-8000 Brugge, Belgium. (no. 76 June 1984) .
CENAP Report, Limbacher Strasse 6, 6800 Mannheim 52, Germany. (no. 109 March 1985).
Centre Update, OSEAP Resources Centre, 15 Edmonson Street, Barnoldswick, Lancashire,
BB8 5EY. The companion publication to OSEAP Journal. (no. 4 March 1984).
Centro Para Pesguisas de Discos Voadores (C.P.D.V.), Caixa Postal No. 2182,
79.100 Campo Grande -MS, Brazil. Special monograps in Portuguese covering UFO events
in Brazil. In addition, they have sent us several issues of the following tidings:
IMPACT (no. 1 January 1981) and Realidade Fantastica (no. 24 March 1983).
COSMONIG, Rua Francisco Teodoro, 36, 35537 - Passa Tempo - MG, Brazil. (no. 68/69
May/June 1984).
Earthlink, 16 Raydons Road, Dagenham, Essex, RM9 SJR, England. (no. 15 May 1984).
Enigmas, Apartado 627, Albacete, Spain. (no . 9 December 1984).
Italian Update 1984, a publication by Centro Ufologico Nazionale; Corso Vittorio
E. 108, 10121 Torino, Italia. A r eview of the Italian UFO- scene in 1984 edited by
Edoardo Russo. (250285).
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J ournal fu r l~O Forschung, Postfach 2361, D-5880 Ludenscheid 1, West Germany.
( no . 6 Nov/Dec 1984).
Les Croni gues de la C.L.E.U., Boite Postale n. 9, Belvaux, Luxembourg. (no. 31
December 198L,) •
Noticias - CNlFO, Rua Sa Bandeira, 331-3~ S/31 - 4000 Porto, Portugal. (no. 9
May/June 1984 )~
Notizario UFO_, same address as for Italian Update 1984. (no. 101 Sept/Oct 1983).
OVNI Presence, AESV-Switzerland, case postale 342, CH-1800 Vevey 1, Switzerland.
(no. 30 June :.984).
Plane t , SPRG, P.O.Box 1157, Istanbul, Turkey . (no. 29 January 1985)(~- ? Due to
lar.guage dHfi culties i t is hard to decide the . exact vol./no. /issue .)
SAF Bulletin, P.O.Box 2238, S-171 02 Solna, Sweden . (no. 1 1985).
Sociedade Brasileira de Estudios Sobre Discos Voadores (SBEDV), Caixa Postal n~ 16.017 Correio do Largo do Marchado, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (no. 155/157 Nov 83 - Apr 84).
Spiral Mobi us, Spiral Enterprizes, 347 North Union St., Kennett Square, PA 19348, USA.
(no. 6 June 1984) .
SUFOI News letter , P.O.Box 6, DK-2820 Gentofte, Denmark. (no. 1 1983) ( no. 8 ).
Transitional Reports, editor Jean Micheal, B.P. 60, 40520 Biscarosse P1, France .
(vol . 1 & vol . 2 1983)(281284).
Tri-County UFO Study Group Newsletter, UFO Information Networ k (UFOIN), P.O.Box 5012,
Rome, Ohio 44085. Update Information (141283).
· 'JFO 21 , edit ed by Marc Broux, Konig Albertstraat 40, 3500 Hasslet, Belgium.
(issue no. ? .Tan-March 1984) .
UFO News Flash, edited by Massimo Greco, Via Gramsci 12, 25100 Brescia, Italy .
(no. 9 Februa~~y 1984).
UFO Research Australia Newsletter , edited by Vladimir Godic, P.O . Box 229 , Prospect ,
South Austraii.a 5082 . (no. 4 July/August 1984) .
UFO Tasmania Newsletter, Tasmanian UFO Investigation Centre, P.O.Box 99, North Hobart,
Tasmani a 7002 . ( no . 43 October 1984).

From our correspondent in Italy , Maurizio Verga , we have got t he
f ollowing offer, which he would like to announce in t his newsletter :
Three series of programs about Italian UFO catalogs are available on f loppy disks or
cassettes for a Commodore 64 microcomputer . They are :
1) ITACAT - Italian Catalogue of close encounters (about 430 entries)
2) ITACAT N - Italian Catalogue of "negative" (i.e. IfD) close encounters (about 100 entries)
3) 1RACAT - Italian catalogue of trace cases (about 18) cases)
Each series of programs i ncludes an introd uction , some graphic scr eens , the specific
powerful database and its own file ; a general presentation is included , too . A written
presenta tion wi t h explanations is supplied together with the programs . A version for
Appl e II c i s now available.
I f i nter ested, contact :
Maurizio Verga
via Matteotti 85
I-22072 Cermenate (Como)
ITALY

